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Greater Western Newsletter (GWN) 
 
August 2020 
 
Welcome Readers, 
This edition about Bucket Lists was inspired by Douglas Carruth’s dream (page 3) which he 
neither imagined, nor realised, until his senior years.  So, bearing that in mind, I thought 
perhaps we could share our Bucket List experiences – past, present and future. See page 2 for 
The Senior’s Bucket List. 
 
Would you believe, it’s been one year since our GWN Writers Online and GWN Photographers 
Online courses were introduced?  The time has gone quickly, and special thanks go to all those 
people whose emailed submissions added colour, light – and laughs – to the newsletter. 
 
Thank you too, to this month’s contributors – Linley Bartlett, Douglas Carruth, Rosemary 
Hayes, Peter Anderson, Isabel Halton, Glennis Henning, Anita Stevens and Colin Iles. Well 
done everyone! 
Till September, 
 
Enjoy! 
 

Carmel.  

                                
Carmel Liddell 
 
Newsletter Editor 
 Email:editor.gwn@bigpond.com     
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The Senior’s Bucket List. 
 
There is an upside to the coronavirus restrictions – time for quiet contemplation.   So, upon 
receiving Douglas Carruth’s story (page 3) my mind contemplated the condition of the 
buckets containing Senior’s Bucket Lists.  Most would have holes in them – just little ones – 
through which earlier dreams have passed and made room for others.   And then I began to 
wonder what items are on your Bucket List? In the future,  
 

 What would you like to do?  (Take up a new hobby? Study? Learn to tango?) 
 Where would you like to go? 
 What would you like to see? 

 
Or, alternatively  

 
 Like David during lockdown, has anyone completed a long- term project? 
 Have items ticked off your Bucket List exceeded your expectations? 
 Were any disappointing? 
 Has any experience taken you by surprise? (either good or bad) 

 
On my list is a modest dream (if you discount airfares and London accommodation…)  
 

 
INTERNET IMAGE. 

 
 

Photographers Online  

 
Linley Bartlett – Lived a Dream in London (1906) 
My mother's great-uncle Frederick Meadows was a Yeoman of the Guard.   Therefore, I and 
other members of the Meadows family (who live in England) were able to arrange a private 
visit to the guardroom of the Yeomen of the Guard at St James Palace.  
Yeoman of the Guard are the personal bodyguard of the reigning monarch. The Guard was 
established by King Henry VII but today they are purely ceremonial.  During Royal Parades, 
the Yeomen march beside and behind the Queen but the actual bodyguards are also present 
- often not so obviously. 

High Tea at The Ritz in London. 
 Has anyone been? Do tell – was it fabulous? 

 
 Let’s share our hopes and dreams, Readers.  
 Stories and photos welcome! 
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After lunch we visited the Tower of London and were met by the Chief Exhibitor of the 
Jewels (also a Yeoman of the Guard) for a tour of the Jewel House. He showed us the place 
where the bones of the "Little Princes in the Tower" were found - next to an external 
staircase - carbon dating has established that they really are their bones. 
After an evening meal we returned to the Tower for drinks at the Yeoman Warder's Club, 
then outside to witness the Ceremony of the Keys  (ceremonial locking of the gates of the 
Tower)  which is carried out by members of the Household Guards. 
Yeoman Warders  are the ceremonial guides in the Tower of London, sometimes known as 
"beefeaters" much to their displeasure!   They are also retired members of the armed forces 
and wear a similar uniform to the Yeomen of the Guard minus the red sash and a halberd. 
---Ends. 

 

Photographers Online  
Sue and Ian Dillon sent in the following from their friend Douglas Carruth (a member of 
the U3A in Glasgow, Scotland) who ticked an item off his Bucket List on Friday 12th June. 
Douglas has agreed to share his lockdown experience in the following story. 
Thank you, Douglas. Carmel 

 

Yeomen must be retired members of the armed forces who 
have reached at least, the rank of Sergeant.    We were shown 
all the pieces of their uniform - britches on braces, hat, shoes, 
rosette, ruff and coat with exquisite embroidery and gold 
braid.   They wear a red sash over the left shoulder and carry 
a halberd (a 2-handled medieval weapon of various 
designs.)    All this costs over £1000 as real gold is used. I was 
chosen to try on the coat and yes, it was heavy! 
PHOTO - Me with a silly look on my face due to comments 
made! 
Every time a new monarch comes to the throne, the Yeomen 
carry a halberd of a new design.   One of the duties of the 
Yeomen is to search the vaults of Parliament House before 
the Queen opens parliament, a tradition since the 
Gunpowder Plot in 1605.    Our guide said they go downstairs 
for a while, then report all is well!   The actual search is 
carried out by the police. 
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FRIDAY 12TH JUNE © Douglas Carruth (Scotland) 

    
Today was an important day in my "lockdown" life. This was the day that I finished a long -
lasting project. 
In 1995 I was offered and accepted early retirement after having worked for a large 
international company for 35 years. Later in that year my wife and I visited Leith Docks near 
Edinburgh to see the Tall Ships which had gathered there during the Tall Ships Round Britain 
race. We were lucky enough to be invited by friends to view the whole docks from the roof 
of one of the tall buildings with all the ships moored below. What an impressive sight that 
was. It was then that I decided that I would love to sail on one of these ships. I found the Sir 
Winston Churchill moored there. This ship belonged to the Sail Training Association and was 
a training ship for young people teaching them leadership skills and teamworking. The ship 
usually sailed around the UK in the summer but in the winter, it took people over the age of 
55 as crew to the Canaries. After wintering in the Canaries it came back home to 
Portsmouth in May the following year. 
After making further enquiries and completing the necessary application documents I soon 
found myself on the crew list for bringing the ship back home on the first leg from La Palmas 
to the Azores. What an experience! It was hard work but well worthwhile.  

In 1998 I found a model kit of the Sir Winston Churchill for sale on the internet and decided 
to buy it. It was Japanese and most of the plans and instructions were in Japanese with little 
English. It was to become a formidable task as I had never done any work as intricate and 
demanding as this, never mind model making. I finished the hull and deck after about a 
year. The main reason it took so long was that in my retirement, I took on work as a 
volunteer working for The Princes Trust. I was also regularly playing golf and also had a 
sizable garden to look after. So there wasn't much time for the model and it soon got 
forgotten and was packed away in a box to be completed "one day". 
We moved from our house into a flat in 2013 and the partly completed model came with us. 
I took up other interests in our new found village , including bowling and I joined the U3A 
where I am in a photography group. My wife and I are also in a small walking group and are 
now in our eighties. So, we have plenty of interests. 
Then came Coronavirus and Lockdown. No bowling, walking, or U3A meetings and the 
photography group meetings were by Zoom. Because of her health my wife was shielding 
and because of that I also had to stay indoors. Oh dear, what were we going to do? 
 

 
The Sir Winston Churchill 

 
1988 - 2020 
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It was then that I remembered that I had the model of the Sir Winston Churchill. So, on or 
about the 16th March I dug out the unfinished model and kit. Some parts were tiny so it was 
quite difficult at times as, because of illness I had lost one of my eyes about 8 years 
previously. For example, a searchlight was about the size of two pinheads. Nevertheless, I 
got stuck into it and worked every day for the last three months. I was in my study at about 
9.30 every morning and usually finished up about 4 in the afternoon. Some of the work was 
difficult, especially the rigging and there were times when I really wondered how I could 
finish this model. 
Anyway, on 12th June I finished it. It had taken me about 22 years with a gap of about 20 
years but if it had not been for the dreaded virus, I might have been passing the kit on to my 
children. Now, I look at my model of The Sir Winston Churchill, remember my voyage and 
hope that soon we all will return to some form of normality! 

---Ends 

Just for a Laugh… 

Internet gems sent in by Rosemary Hayes 
The Washington Post has published the winning submissions to its yearly neologism contest, 
in which readers are asked to supply alternative meanings for common words. Some were: 
  

 Coffee (n.), the person upon whom one coughs. 
 Flabbergasted (adj.), appalled over how much weight you have gained. 
 Abdicate (v.), to give up all hope of ever having a flat stomach. 
 Willy-nilly (adj.), impotent. 
 Balderdash (n.), a rapidly receding hairline. 
 Pokemon (n.), a Rastafarian proctologist. 

  
  
The Washington Post's Style Invitational also asked readers to take any word from the 
dictionary, alter it, and supply a new definition. 
 Some of the winners were: 

 Sarchasm (n): The gulf between the author of sarcastic wit and the person who 
doesn't get it. 

 Glibido (v): All talk and no action. 
 Caterpallor (n.): The color you turn after finding half a grub in the fruit you're eating. 

  
And the pick of the literature: 

 Ignoranus (n): A person who's both stupid and an asshole. 
  
  

Thank you, Rosemary!  
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Magic Moments in Opera  

 
Peter Anderson shares his thoughts on the American born Greek diva, Maria Callas.  
 

  
Some people believe, I am one of them, that opera is the ultimate art form, requiring the skills and 
expertise of a vast number of artisans, crafts persons, musicians and singers. The combination of the 
skills of these talented people allow us to listen to glorious music that is brought to life in the theatre 
and where the performers are able to fill our hearts and minds with some of the magic moments in 
opera.  
There are many occasions in opera when opera lovers are overwhelmed in disbelief as they listen to 
the wonderful voices of people such as Joan Sutherland, Luciano Pavarotti, Montserrat Caballé, 
Placido Domingo and many others. One of the greatest sopranos of the twentieth century, Maria 
Callas summed up very well the essence of opera. Maria Callas said: 
 “An opera begins long before the curtain goes up and ends long after it has come down. It starts in 
the imagination, it becomes alive, and it stays part of your life long after leaving the Opera House". 
---Ends 
 

Book Review - Isabel Halton, Book of the Month Club. 
 

 
 
This latest book of Dominic West’s is built around the history of moving pictures which he has 
researched deeply from the first short ten minute reels with figures actually moving to how the 
long silent movies shown in the new world of purpose built cinemas.  

 
The Electric Hotel 
By 
Dominic Smith 
 
Historical fiction. 
 
‘…A long but worthwhile read.’ 
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His fictional story has four main characters - Claude, Sabine Montrose, Chip Spalding and Hal 
Bender who become one of the first film crews as cameraman/director, actress, stunt man, and 
producer/ manager. Their stories are told mainly by Claude Ballard in his old age to a film history 
graduate. Each story is told in various scenes, some connected to the others, and some parts of 
their individual stories – all cleverly and vividly written – which are brought to the conclusion in 
the final chapter. The reader travels from 1896 to 1963 through many different places and 
historical events about which the author writes so skilfully. 
 
This book is very interesting as the historical background subject is not one often told and as he 
has created four very different characters whose stories are woven into the historical facts. 
A long but worthwhile rea. 
Thank you, Isabel. Carmel 

 
 

 
 
(Cheats) Guide to the Culinary Arts                                                                Carmel Liddell 
 
Whilst in the supermarket, (contemplating High Tea at The Ritz and the humble scone with 
jam and clotted cream…), my eye was drawn to a familiar logo – on a packet of Country 
Women’s Association scone mix. Who knew the Divas of Devonshire Teas had shared their 

secret?  Just add water and voila!  A great result every time.  Plus for every packet sold,  a 
donation goes to the C.W.A. – a non-sectarian, non- party-political association (est.1922) 
which has 44,000 women united in its cause: to improve the lives of women, children and 
families, especially those in rural and remote areas.  You can’t do better than that! 
 
 (Disclosing the brand name is not on – that would be advertising – but send in an email and all will be revealed!) 
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GWN Writers Online 
 
************ August prompts for SEPTEMBER’s newsletter (please submit by 25/8) are - 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
GWN Writers Online 
(As a reminder) July’s prompts for the August newsletter were 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Poet’s Corner 
 

They dwell within a picture frame, 
they have a face, they have a name. 

 
                         

Mother and Father ©Glennis Henning 
 

You sit upon the chest of drawers and peer 
with young, expectant eyes across my room, 
yet those old photos do not bring you near, 
taken so long before I breached the womb. 

Two well-loved strangers standing firm and free, 
I look and feel almost that I intrude, 

 
1. That man could charm the crumbs from a toaster. 
2. She hugged him so hard he mumbled, ‘Careful – you’ll knock 

the wind out of me.’ 
3.    She dwells inside a picture frame- she has a face- she has a   
name… 
  

 
1. The Bucket List  
2. The old caravan was bleeding rust at its seams. 
3. The unpainted weatherboard house staunchly announced its 

age and experience in salt and pepper tones. 
 
N.B. Juggle one, two or all three prompts, to suit your story. 
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and realize that the life you shared with me 
was really just a treasured interlude. 

I close my eyes and think of you today, 
grown old and frail on Time's relentless trek, 

yet independently steering your way 
with minds still so alert and gaze direct. 
Your long lives now we duly celebrate, 
your steadfast spirits strive to emulate. 

 

 

WHO WAS SHE?    ©Anita Stevens 

Her features once were handsome, her face showed wear and tear 
A look of stoic willpower with grey streaks through her hair - 

A woman who’d aged quickly, one who’d had a hard life 
Who had born many children been a settler’s wife. 

 
She dwells in a picture frame; she has a face, no name - 

I wonder what tale she’d tell, from what country she came? 
Immigrants full of high hopes they came on stormy seas 

Seeking fame and fortune - it was no life of ease… 
 

Perhaps they had a land grant; her husband cleared the scrub 
Built her a rough bark hut and went hunting for grub? 

It’s there she bore her children, probably one each year, 
Not all of them would survive. It was her daily fear… 

 
A hand to mouth existence - a lonely life indeed 

Far away from their neighbours, often hungry, in need… 
Her husband, so hard working, toiled for a better life 

Vowed he’d build a real nice house for his children and wife… 
 

The photo showed they’d made it. There was pride on his face 
As they posed for that portrait - this poor woman lacked grace; 

Attempting calm composure hard truth showed in her eyes 
Of daily toil and struggle - Was it any surprise? 

 
Together they had struggled built a homestead from scrub 
Tilled the land and farmed it and earned their daily grub; 

She’d often born the burden of doing this alone 
When her man left to find more work, the family backbone… 
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No names on the picture frame - family ghosts from the past 
Found in an old antique shop, glass cracked, dusty, outcast - 

Probably a house clearance discarded without thought 
To make way for new owners - Did they know what they’d bought? 

 
A homestead built on struggle, of years of toil and grief 
To survive, raise their children in times beyond belief... 
Who was this stoic woman? I’d like to know her name 

Record it for history, to acknowledge her fame. 
---Ends 

 

 

 

Everyone Knows ©Colin Iles. 

Everyone knows this man: the man who can charm the crumbs out of a toaster. 
He appeared in our homes every night for eight years.  He has an immaculately groomed head 
full of grey/silver/white hair.  His aging face, covered in a fake tan, did not disguise his older 
Adonis good looks; the chisel chin and blue eyes were included as part of his persona.  He was 
articulate, spoke with an air of absolute confidence; he was well educated and sophisticated 
in the arts.  His knowledge of world affairs was second to none.  Always impeccably dressed 
in the best, tailor handmade, Italian suits: he was forever ready to appear on your television.  
No, it’s not James Bond. 
 
The cumulative visual arts package seduced almost every woman he came in contact with, 
until he slipped up involving himself in a fraudulent real estate deal. 
The subsequent fraud investigation drew out numerous women who claimed sexual 
harassment and worse – sexual assaults. 
 
This grey- haired liar stood fast with the support of his never wavering, silently, suffering wife.  
The evidence began to mount up: his flippant denials became a comedy routine: he forgot 
about the young woman who retained mementos of their dalliance: Irrefutable evidence.  
Now it’s time for him to answer for his crimes. 
The offenders name, the man who seduced a nation and the press corps of America –  
William Jefferson Clinton. 
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Internet image 

 
After his denials, he was forced to provide a D.N.A. sample.  It was confirmed the president 
of the Free World had lied under oath before Congress.  That was sufficient to have him 
charged and appear before a court or be impeached.  But, no, he had seduced the press corps 
to a point where he improved his popularity poll numbers to a level never seen before in the 
modern era. 
 
Every time I am naughty, I get caught out and pay the penalty, yet the president of the United 
States, escapes Scott free for the commission of more serious crimes.  My many crimes are 
staying late at the pub, leaving the toilet seat up, not showing due respect to the Tupperware 
god and farting in bed.  I need a mate with grey/silver/white hair who can charm the crumbs 
out of a toaster.  I put it down to jealousy. I don’t have a nation of women swooning over me 
– because I am bald.  
Monday it’s Ashley and Martin for me! 
---Ends 

 
 
Loch Tay Lodge ©Rosemary Hayes. 

 
Betty McIntosh, the housekeeper at Dunoon Lodge, considered herself a fortunate woman. 
As she looked out the kitchen window at Loch Tay, the water was a dark and metallic silver 
revealing a tinge of white foam over the rocks as the wind swept through. She never tired of 
this scene. Beyond were the mountains tipped with snow. It would be a chilly day for the men 
when they went salmon fishing. 
The door opened. It was Jock with logs for the fire. 
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‘A raw morning it is.’ He announced gruffly as his gloved hands stacked the logs on the 
embers. His face was ruddy, and his beard was long and straggly, his boots muddy from the 
yard. 
‘I‘ll get the fires going in the other rooms.’ He huffed and with that he was gone leaving a trail 
of dirt behind him. 
‘Don’t forget breakfast.’ She laughed, knowing full well he’d tuck in with the best of them.  
As Betty passed the mirror, she caught a glimpse of herself in the glass. She was a tidy figure 
small in stature with a bonny face and emerald eyes. She saw the same girl she always was 
now, a grey- haired old girl with too much luggage under her eyes. But the essential person 
was still there, only she knew it or perhaps someone who knew her from the past. She was a 
person who always did her duty and more. That’s why the family loved her so. She was highly 
valued and the best cook around for miles. 
There were twelve guests plus the Ghillie, Fergus McEwan, Mr Leith her employer and his son 
Neville, home from boarding school in Glasgow. Mrs Leith had died when Neville was a small 
boy. That’s when Betty came as Nanny and Housekeeper. 
The sound of a Landrover caught Betty’s attention. It wouldn’t be long before Fergus walked 
through the door looking hungry and ready to eat. She stirred the porridge, its creamy oats 
thick and hearty. The bacon, eggs, black pudding and mushrooms were ready for the pan and 
her slices of thick homemade bread were ready for the toaster. It was all a matter of timing. 
Soon she would hear the tread of feet down the stairs and the men bursting in ravenous for 
the meal. She smiled at the thought of the banter and humour of the group. It cheered her 
heart. 
What cheered her more was the sight of Fergus! The dear man, with his strong brawny body 
and gentle nature. She was on the point of marrying him and the thought of sharing her life 
with him made her smile. They were in their fifties, unmarried and who said love was for the 
young? 
‘Morning Betty.’ Fergus said as he came to kiss her. His strong arms hugged her so hard and 
she laughingly replied. 
‘Away with you.’ She smiled lovingly. ‘Careful, you’ll knock the wind out of me.’ She put her 
face up for another kiss and her body tingled. He could charm the crumbs out of the toaster, 
that bonny man. 
It was breakfast time. She shooed him away. Betty rang the bell and soon there was the 
scurrying of feet along the landing and down the stairs. 
‘I’ve set up in the dining room Mr Leith. The porridge is on its way.’ 
Along the sideboard were the plates, juices and large warming trays. 
Soon they were tucking in amid conversations about the salmon they’d hope to catch. 
‘Mind you rug up. It’s a raw day.’ She heard Fergus advise. 
‘It’s the best season for salmon in these parts.’ He continued. ‘I’m sure you’ll enjoy the day.’ 
From her place in the kitchen Betty wondered if salmon would be on the menu for dinner 
tomorrow. She could hear the excitement in the men’s voices. 
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This was a satisfying role for Betty being Housekeeper. She did not long for her old job as a 
chef in a flash restaurant in Edinburgh. That was a difficult role, one without much rest. Here 
was a peaceful place with people she loved. To be part of a family fulfilled a place in her heart 
and if she married Fergus, her life would be complete. 
---Ends 

 
Emails (Correspondents have been thanked by return email) 

26.6.20 Gaye McPhee 
Thank you, another newsletter masterpiece!!!!! 
Kind Regards 
Gaye McPhee 
 
26.6.20 Judith Saville 
Hi Carmel 
I really enjoyed the latest newsletter - loved Parramatta photos.   
 
26.6.20 Joan Stammers 
Hi there, Carmel.  
Thank you for yet another bumper U3A newsletter. 
 
26.6.20 Brenda Fuller 
Carmel – it’s a great newsletter with so much input from your members. 
Best wishes 
Brenda 
 
 
3.7.20 Colin Iles. 
Carmel 
I was going to include a photo of myself for comparison, but I don't know if I want your 
readers swooning for me: I come with built in flaws. 
regards 
not a Sir Tom Jones look-alike (Colin’s story on page 10/11) 
 
 
21.7.20 Isabel Halton. 
Dear Carmel, 
Thank you once more for the newsletter. How clever the Calligraphy Group is – we do have 
such talent among our people. The writing groups too always come through for you. I am not 
forgetting that it is you that puts it altogether – month after month – our talented editor! 
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Submission Guidelines. 
* Submissions approximately W 800. 
* No advertising, religion or politics. Sex? In moderation…  
* Photos must have your subject’s consent and please, no children in the frame.  

Sharing knowledge, growing, socialising and passion, are the 

buzz words. 

Be in it, Readers – send in your submission! 
 

                                                                                             
                                                                                             

 
Quietly contemplating  
  
September’s issue…  

 
Carmel.                   
 
Carmel Liddell 
Newsletter Editor 
Email:editor.gwn@bigpond.com  
 
 
 
 

 


